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FEATURES

The Good, the Bad and the Ugly
We review the lessons learned (or not learned) by meet-
ing planners from their work with associations, organi-
zations and corporations. We’ll read personal stories and
see the lessons that came out of specific situations.  

Entertainment as Content
This article explores how various elements of entertain-
ment can be processed to drive content messages
through to an audience. More than just background
noise, we’ll see how you can bring more interest to your
learning through humour, music, socialization and fun.

Saying So Doesn’t Make It So
Questioning a speaker’s credentials is part of ensuring
quality outcomes from your event. Finding real thought
leaders versus fakes and BS-artists is a delicate skill that
needs to be learned. We’ll describe the tools you need to
separate fact from fiction.

DEPARTMENTS

ASK THE EXPERT

Weave the People
Meaningful connections matter. We explore tips for get-
ting people engaged before the meeting; topics to
encourage meaningful dialogue; and ideas for showing
attendees they are being seen and heard.

SPEAKING OF ROI
Sponsorship Revenue
Bringing more money in = less fees charged to partici-
pants = more participants. Why would a potential spon-
sor part with their money to support your event? How is
your meeting different?

MAKING MEETINGS EFFECTIVE

Why the Suits Need to Show Up
The executive’s role is critical in supporting the meeting
and engaging participants in team goals and learning.
Absentee leaders devalue meetings and that leads to dis-
engagement or the belief that teamwork or meetings
don’t matter.

TECH TALK

Engage Using Video
We’ll look at the myriad creative uses of video. 

And, our other regular departments including
Industry News, IMPACT Players and Funny Business.

PLUS, OUR SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT – CANADA’S NORTH
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